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A Note on Shamanism: Reflections from the Forest of 

Guatemala 
 

 

 

Strolling one of the labyrinthine foot paths which transect the pueblo where I live, 

I overheard a tourist couple:  “ . . . should go there so we can get our certification in 

shamanic healing.” 

Hmmmm . . . a shamanic certification program.  How very 21
st
 century. Well, 

why not?  I suppose this is indeed indicative of the trend toward globalization and the 

institutional appropriation of such heretofore inaccessible realms of study, knowledge 

and experience.   

 I don‟t actually know who is offering such a program; nor could I even imagine of 

what such a curriculum might consist.  That North American backpackers might be able 

to study shamanic practices, in any form or to any degree, is both a wonderful 

contrivance of the melting together of different cultures and also a telling sign of the 

trend among the peoples of North America and Europe – so many of whom ardently seek 

an experience that resonates at that deeper level, wherein that feeling of the vitality of life 

yet resides.  Such seeking is nowhere more apparent than in the world of the healing arts 

where neophyte healers dabble with psychic and unconscious powers – instinct and 

intuition and symbology – hoping and attempting to discover a more fulfilling, less 

„drive-thru‟ style of living. 

 But let us consider another aspect of this modern trend.  What really is the 

shamanic path of realization?  Can it in fact be taught in an institution (complete with 

certification)?  Or is the shamanic experience antithetical to institutional learning?  These 

questions are relevant not only to neophyte healers and back-packers seeking to fill idle 

time on their vacation; they are also the same issues and questions which confront and 

even confuse many, many students and practitioners of TCM; and these issues may 

indeed cause confusion for many, many years if one does not clarify them for oneself.   

 Consider the shamanic experience as it exists (existed?) in the indigenous cultures 

of primitive peoples.   

“Well the medicine man was primarily one who had had a profound 

psychological experience in adolescence.  Lets say the shaman, what‟s 

know as the „shamanic crisis‟ . . . typically the person in early youth is 
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alone . . . and hears the music of the spirits talking to him . . . he‟s got to 

hold onto that relationship otherwise he loses his life . . . sometimes 

what‟s put upon him was a difficult life and the shaman‟s life was a 

difficult life, one of deep psychological responsibilities and experiences 

which he himself hardly understood.  This is really a form a mystical 

experience . . . through vision one comes to the knowledge of something 

within oneself.  We‟ve cut that out.” (Campbell, 1997) 

 

The shaman was not someone out simply seeking a title or employment.  On the contrary, 

the shaman became the shaman under great duress, with the same stumbling uncertainty 

as a child learning to walk; save that the real-deal shaman has indeed no one and nothing 

upon whom or upon which he may rely; neither for instruction nor support, nor even to 

aid him in picking himself up when he pitches onto his face after stumbling and crashing 

in the purblind pursuit of a workable psychological posture within his perplexity, his 

insight and his illness.  

The idea that one would seek a shamanic path, without being forced to it by stern 

necessity, in the face of all manner of deprivation, accompanied by the agonizing dread 

of assuming such a posture and „profession‟ – viz. the confronting of psychological 

riddles, unshielded from the horror of the human condition – is anathema to our current 

„Discovery Channel‟ notion of what Marcea Eliade termed „the archaic techniques of 

ecstasy.‟   

Yet what choice does the modern seeker have save to enter the dark forest of his 

psyche and trust to his skill and luck and whatever motivation first guided him thence?  

People are in quest for this experience all over the world and yet the vicissitudes of the 

shamanic experience – illness, isolation, madness and the life and death struggle to 

emerge with an insight for aiding one‟s society; these are the very last things the average 

seeker form North America or Europe has even the faintest notion of how to manage. 

Consider the situation in an indigenous culture.  A great healer in Tumbuka 

society is not merely a well-read student with good grades and perfect attendance; rather, 

the prized physician in the experiential, musical ontology of the Tumbuka is one who 

knows his / her craft through doing, through having experienced illness and vanquished it 

or assimilated it as an ally in the path of knowledge that healers of all cultures tread in 

seeking mastery of their craft.  The author of this phenomenology of illness himself 

experienced a similar awakening to „illness as teacher‟ when he reveals, “when I look 

back on these episodes from a distance . . . there seems to be some kind of relationship 
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between my symptoms and the circumstances of my work – a resonance between my 

internal state and external actions, and the dynamics of the vimbuza affliction.”  

(Friedson, 1996)  In North American medicine, experience is taboo. (1)  The notion of 

illness-as-teacher is ignored and deleted from officialdom in favor of the „doctor as hero‟ 

dynamic which not only disempowers patients, but also allows patients to deny all 

responsibility for the cause of their illness as well as their recovery.      

 Yet, this lack of experiential reality is not merely a function of life-style.  As 

Oswald Spengler declared – and as the cutting edge of discovery has know for well over 

a century – physics is inherently limited by its epistemological pre-suppositions, which 

necessarily negate an experiential relationship with nature and the phenomenal world in 

favor of reducing phenomena to mathematical symbols which can be quantified.  

 

“Life itself in its deepest depths . . . is not to be separated from lived 

experience.  Physics on the other hand – i.e. the observing reason – must 

separate them.   The livingly-experienced “in-itself,” mentally 

emancipated from the act of the observer and become dead, inorganic, 

rigid, is now “Nature,” something open to exhaustive mathematical 

treatment.”  In this sense the knowledge of Nature is an activity of 

measurement.” (Spengler, 1926) 

 

Even at this late hour, Spengler‟s observation proves neither outdated nor untrue.  

The best minds of the modern era have concluded similar, if not identical causes for the 

„glass-ceiling‟ of Western science and its bias of physics and quantitative analysis.   

 

"Measurement!  It is the very foundation of the modern scientific 

method, the means by which the material world is admitted into 

existence.  Unless we can measure something, science won't concede 

it exists, which is why science refuses to deal with such "non-things" 

as the emotions, the mind, the soul or the spirit.” (Pert, p.21) 

 

While physics has produced an unprecedented ability to manipulate physical 

matter – and therefore histological aspects of health and illness – as Dr. Pert points out, it 

obviates the significance, nay the existence, of psychological factors; and therefore the 

way in which the mind and body interact.   

“We in the West believe that a truth is satisfactory only if it can be 

verified with external facts . . . truth must coincide with the behavior of 

the external world.”   (Jung, p. 494) 
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Sonya Pritzker, researcher and writer of integration in medicine, has this to say,  

“In physics, biology, chemistry . . . experts concur on the fact that 

the traditionally western dependence upon reductionism . . . has 

reached its limits.” (Pritzker, 2002)  

 

What is that limit and what the glass-ceiling of Western science save the very ingredient 

that is the bed-rock of the shamanic experience; namely that what one is witnessing and 

experiencing is not just any phenomena – separate and unimportant to the observer; but 

rather an unrepeatable, unique occurrence that holds some secret riddle for the observer 

and which is inseparable from the psychic, inner development of that observer.   

“What is the subject?  Man is himself – we are the subject.”  (Jung, p. 230)  The 

shamanic crisis and experience is nothing other than the riddle of quantum reality given 

the central role in a game with the highest possible stakes – viz. the shaman‟s very 

physical and psychological survival.   

So, maybe the back-packer who seeks a shamanic certification – in lieu of a 

divinely crafted and therefore utterly unpredictable experience – is not really to blame.  

The priests of the modern West – viz. the Western scientist and medical doctor – have 

told us for generations (not without evidence of its success) that physics is the best 

version of reality the human mind has ever discovered.   

“The . . . life of the west has been maintained by certain institutions, 

establishing the (reality) to which everyone must conform . . . meanwhile 

people are experiencing life (illness) in ways that are not those that the 

officers of the institution understand and so you have a split in Western 

consciousness.”  (Campbell, 1997)  

 

If it included quantum reality, this might actually be a valid statement - even at this late 

hour.  But of course, quantum science is the veritable elephant in the living room of 

Western medical science and the truth of this fact is no longer news.  What is still not 

clear on a wide scale is just what this means – to wit, what is the significance of the 

omission of quantum reality from Western medical science? 

 

Quantum Science and Modern Medical Practice in the Age of Chronic Disease  

 

Quantum theory and its corollary complexity theory are not new; and yet the 

simple law of quantum physical reality – that observer and observed are not separate 
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entities but rather interconnected and inextricable – has no real purchase in conventional 

medicine.  Ordinary science (science which operates to the exclusion of quantum and 

complexity theories) has yet to reconcile this omission.  In Synchronicity: bridge between 

matter and mind, F. David Peat writes,  

“Implicit in such a . . . vision . . . is the image of a scientist who stands 

outside the system as impartial observer, able to predict events according 

to deterministic laws, without disturbing events in any way.” 

 

The scientist is as a priest in Western culture, dictating the very fabric of reality, vetting 

what is real and unreal, perpetuating this insidious split in Western consciousness.   

Among the Maya people, it has been recognized for centuries that a shift in 

consciousness will occur around the year 2012 (the end of the Maya calendar); whatever 

ancient science was used to calculate this calendar, someone foresaw a major change in 

store for humanity.  The Chinese oracle, the I Ching likewise presages such a change – 

also in 2012.  What could this shift be save the awakening of that benighted segment of 

the human race who still denies the fact that we are not separate from our world but that – 

contrary to the dearly held belief among the conventional orthodoxy of medical science 

in the West – observer and participator are one and the same?  The signs are everywhere; 

and yet what culture so willfully ignores innovative action in compliance with this 

inconvenient truth as reductionistic culture, where the split in Western consciousness 

seems most pronounced and pernicious?   

 . . the term “spectator must be struck from the record and the new word 

“participator” must replace it.  By virtue of the quantum theory . . . physics 

and physicist are no longer separable but are one indivisible whole.”  

(Peat, 1987) 

 

The quantum dictate that the observer is actually a participator can be likened to 

synchronicity.  The patient who notices a connection between an inner state of realization 

and an outer manifestation that gives form and expression to that realization (or vice 

versa) has just experienced a moment of quantum clarity in which the seemingly separate 

entities of mind and body, immaterial and physical reality are revealed as one seamless, 

indivisible whole.  The patient who observes the reality of their illness thorough the 

holistic lens is participating in that reality.   

Complexity theory holds that there is an abstract pattern which underlies and 

gives rise to spontaneously emerging and self-organizing realities.  So, what of it?  To the 
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patient with chronic disease, the management of and recovery from their illness would 

greatly benefit from a version of reality that includes and acknowledges connections 

between things and allows for the emergence of the spontaneously arising reality . . .  of 

recovery!   

Connection between psychological states and physical manifestations, this 

realization of connection is the sine qua non of survival for the shaman-in-training.  

Likewise, to the patient with chronic illness, connecting the effects of dietary habits, 

lifestyle choices and exercise regimen, noting how each of these factors affects the course 

of one‟s disease – either slowing its progress or speeding its exacerbation – is of ultimate 

and primary importance.  Successful management of disease for which there is no cure 

may have everything to do with this ability to draw connections between inner realization 

and outer behavior.  The talent to recognize synchronicity may be the requisite skill that 

leads the shaman with his chronic disease to successfully allow for the emergence of the 

self-organizing reality of healing.   

The physicist Wolfgang Pauli was one of the first to report such a possibility and 

did so in correspondence to his countryman Carl Jung.  Jung and Pauli both recognized 

the implications of a synchronistic principle of causality.   “Pauli believed that 

synchronicity made it possible to begin a dialogue between physics and psychology in 

such a way that the subjective would be introduced into physics and the objective into 

psychology . . . in which subjective and objective aspects would reveal different features 

of the same underlying phenomena.” (Peat, 1987) 

The inclusion of a patient‟s lived experience mimics the very notion of quantum 

reality – the exclusion of which so defines and limits the conventional, mechanistic 

approach to healthcare.  With the inclusion of a synchronistic principle of causality, the 

patient‟s role in determining their own health and illness becomes impossible to ignore.  

This is the identical realization afforded by quantum reality in which the notion of an 

isolated observer collapses utterly.   

Not only does a qualitative emphasis require a shift in assumptions about 

causality in nature; but emphasis on meaning also requires that assumptions about healing 

be expanded to include more than a notion of merely physical cure.  A research 

methodology that includes a synchronous principle of causality will orient a patient-
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subject toward the discovery of meaning within their quest for healing and recovery – 

whether or not that quest ends in cure.   

It is subjective meaning that is missing from a heavily quantitative approach.  It is 

synchronicity that imbues experience with meaning.  It is the holistic recognition of the 

interconnectivity of phenomena and an emphasis on qualitative research methodologies – 

of which pattern discrimination is the praxis - that imbues healing and research with 

meaning.  It is meaning that empowers patients to manage chronic illness. It is meaning 

that is the common thread.  (2)  It is the experiential reality of the shaman that so adheres 

to the vicissitudes of a holistic cognitive model – in which the individual‟s role in 

creating illness (life-style, et al) is so patent as to be the very bedrock of managing 

chronic disease.  

 

Shamanism and Holism – Common Roots or Romantic Folly? 

 

The problem is actually a simple one; the experience one seeks in search of 

shamanic powers – miserable loneliness, haunting dreams and real life illness – is exactly 

what the modern world has struggled so mightily to eradicate.  The individual who is 

foolish enough to seek the shamanic experience and (un)lucky enough to find such an 

experience is so utterly ill-prepared that only the barest chance remains that he or she will 

proceed any farther down the path than the merest peek at what lies within the cave of the 

human psyche – viz. the shamanic cave of the „underworld.‟   

In the simplest terms, holism‟s inability to separate the mind and body lends to 

(and in fact requires) the TCM practitioner to acknowledge that physical medicine (like 

acupuncture) and the manipulation of histological aspects of a given patient‟s physical 

substance must, of necessity, affect that patient‟s psyche.  But is this shamanism?  There 

may indeed be a deeper, root connection; but I find any inference that TCM has shamanic 

beginnings unsatisfying – at least in the way that New Age, multi-cultural types seem to 

believe.   

The Romantic notion that shamanism is about drum circles and incense and 

chanting and crystals and a little medicinal tea is so grotesquely insufficient to achieve 

any real insight that (as is normal for our modern TV generations) the seeker too easily 

(and no doubt gladly) becomes fixed on the outer forms – i.e. the life-style of such 
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practices - without ever delving into those dark corners of the psyche which can only be 

visited in profound loneliness and suffering; and which promise not fatuous joy but 

dangerous and somber realizations about the dark nature of the infamous human 

condition and the dismal dimension of suffering and death.   

The real shaman (it seems to me) does not go willingly (at least not at first and not 

if he is of sound mind); rather, he is compelled to follow his aloneness because his quest 

for survival – physical and psychological survival – requires his willing compliance.  He 

is not a back-packer on vacation but a frightened and reluctant child in the sternest and 

most pitiless of situations who must now become a „professional‟ operating in an „office‟ 

of deep psychological perplexities concerning the dualistic nature of human existence and 

the symbolic dimension of the human mind, with few if any real barriers to shield him 

form psychic and super-natural influences.   

If there is a connection between TCM – as it is taught and learned by students in  

North America and Europe – and shamanism, it is the flimsiest and most gossamer of 

threads.  Since I have yet to meet even one practitioner of TCM who understands and can 

adequately explain what that connection might be, and since I find no more viable or 

marginally well-thought-out theory, I will forward my own poor hypothesis that I may 

not prove equally bereft of original thought; or – worse still – that I may avoid joining the 

legions of hacks who make TCM and shamanic practices into what they wish these 

disciplines to be, without regard for the historical antecedents of wisdom which came at 

such labor and cost.   

Insofar as the shamanic experience involves a symbolic and metaphorical 

interpretation of life-events – and therefore health and illness – the I Ching may be the 

thread by which shamanism is linked to TCM.  Insofar as one reads and understands the 

delicate and paradoxical nature of the I Ching  - not as a book which declares life-events 

to be fait acompli, immutable and irremediable, but rather as a challenge and questioning 

of one‟s faculty of will and choice; insofar as one grasps the workings of the mysterious 

phenomenon of synchronicity and that the I Ching is the tool par excellence for inducing 

this phenomenon (of synchronicity); insofar as one understands that the I Ching is a guide 

for learning one‟s own symbolic interpretation of life-events; then one might state with 

dubious conviction that TCM has some long-ago connection to shamanism.  But better 
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far is the practitioner who grasps the vicissitudes of high-quality practice – which is 

based on logic and not psychological interpretations of symbolic meaning.   

 

“a professional TCM pattern discrimination should be objectively 

grounded in a rational analysis of signs and symptoms according to agreed 

upon professional norms . . .  Among a certain segment of the population 

most interested in Chinese medicine in the West, intuition is valued above 

rationality . . . If one merely relies on intuition, sometimes one will be 

right and sometimes one will be wrong.  If one thinks through the problem 

in a rational manner, this margin of error diminishes . . . the closer one 

follows the time-tested methodology of Chinese medicine . . . the better 

the clinical results . . . One of the greatest values of TCM is its time-tested 

methodology.”  (Bob Flaws) 

  

It is logic that is at a premium.  It is logic that is in danger of being overlooked 

and dismissed in favor of some nonsensical and poorly thought-out notion of divine 

intuition.   

“Would that more people could remember the scientific or philosophical 

reflections of the much-abused intellect at the right moment!  Those who 

abuse it lay themselves open to the suspicion of never having experienced 

anything that might have taught them its value and shown them why 

mankind has forged this weapon with such unprecedented effort.” (Jung, 

p. 357) 

It is logic and clear thinking - which, when performed expeditiously by a senior 

practitioner may only resemble intuition – that must be the focus of the high-quality 

practitioner.   

The experiential basis of shamanic practice is no longer the province of life in the 

West.  All institutions - from the church to medical schools (including and especially 

TCM schools) - are averse to this experiential path of learning, which is the very fabric of 

shamanic experience.  Yet, holism is based on a version of science which predates 

modern science and is very much an experiential reality. 

“(Holistic) medicine has a much more down to earth and immediately 

understandable vision of what causes joint pain and what you can do for it.  

Most of us on hearing that the most probable initial event in OA 

(osteoarthritis) is the mitosis of the chondrocyte with increased synthesis 

of proteoglycans and type II collagen, won‟t have the foggiest notion of 

what this means on an everyday level and what we ourselves can do about 

this.  Traditional Chinese Medicine . . . is based on a vision of the human 

body as a microcosmic miniature of the natural world.  Therefore, the 

language of Chinese medicine is the language we use everyday to describe 

events in the world around us.  More importantly, using this language 
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(metaphors), we are empowered to take charge of our own lives and well-

being so that whether we experience pain and discomfort becomes a 

function of how we live our life.” (Flaws and Frank, 2006) 

 

 TCM is classical science. (3)  Holism in any form may be understood via 

classical (as opposed to modern) science.  It seems to me that the revival and upsurge of 

interest in neo-shamanic practices stems from this connection – viz. that shamanism was 

the experiential path of learning medicine par excellence and that holism-as-classical-

science is indeed an experiential reality (as opposed to the reality of physics in which   

the “livingly-experienced “in-itself,” is separate from „scientific evidence‟).  Yet, having 

lived, studied and taught among the Maya of Guatemala for 12 years, it is my opinion 

that one need not delve into the psychic cave of the shamanic underworld in order to 

claim expertise at the clinical practice of TCM.  For the vast, overwhelming majority of 

TCM practitioners in the West, the world of the shaman is best left alone.   
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